
The Einhell paint and mortar mixer TE-MX 1600-2 CE Twin has counter-rotating stirrers for mixing quickly and with minimum effort. Dynamic speed

control prevents speed loss under load. The ergonomically shaped handle enables comfortable operation. The 2-speed gearing provides high torque

for good mixing results. The hex mixer chuck has two positioning grooves and the gear neck has a shaft mount for stationary operation. For safe and

comfortable operation there is a soft start function. The paint and mortar mixer is only compatible with the Einhell mortar twin mixers (Art. No.

4258369); two mixers for mortar with positioning pivots (Ø 120 mm) are supplied with this product.

Paint/Mortar Mixer

TE-MX 1600-2 CE Twin
Item No.: 4258561

Ident No.: 11016

Bar Code: 4006825614558

Features & Benefits
Counter-rotating stirring tool for quick mixing with min. effort-

Dynamic speed control - zero speed loss under load-

Shaft mount on the gear neck for stationary operation-

Ergonomically shaped handle for comfortable operation-

2-Speed gearing for high torque and good mixing results-

Softstart function for safe and comfortable working-

Hex-mixer chuck with two positioning grooves-

Only compatible with acc.: Einhell Mortar Twin Mixers (4258369)-

Incl. 2 mixers for mortar with positioning pivots (Ø 120mm)-

Technical Data
- Mains supply 220-240 V  |  50 Hz

- Power 1600 W

- Idle speed (gear 1) 180-460 min^-1

- Idle speed (gear 2) 300-750 min^-1

Logistic Data
- Product weight 4.95 kg

- Gross weight single packaging 8.25 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 581 x 324 x 212 mm

- Pieces per export carton 2 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 18.5 kg

- Dimensions export carton 570 x 340 x 440 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 540 | 1140 | 1340
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Available as special accessories

Twin-Rührer Mörtel
Paint/Mortar Mixer Accessory
Item No.: 4258369
Bar Code: 4006825634624
Einhell Accessory
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